Solving the problem of
disjointed culinary training
How The Culinary Institute of America and Lobster Ink
used technology-enhanced learning to solve a
industry-wide training challenge and skills shortage.

VIEW PROCHEF® TRAILER

The challenge
Consistency, efficiency and the continuous pursuit of
perfection. That’s what’s asked of a chef on a daily basis.
As the competition increases, so does the pressure in the
kitchen, leaving no room for error. At the same time, fewer
and fewer chefs and cooks have access to professional
culinary education in a traditional school environment,
resulting in an industry-wide shortage of talent.

“Many people that are in our industry

For years, our clients have been asking for internationallyrelevant culinary training that is learner-centric, can be
applied immediately and can be distributed at scale.

BRAD BARNES

By partnering with the world’s leading culinary college,
we were able to do just that.

today didn’t have formal training. So
for them to understand and gain a
framework about what they’re doing
every day, how it works–why it works
that way–not only helps their skills but
helps them communicate those skills to
other people that work for them.”
CMC Director CIA, Consulting & Industry Programs

Culinary training.
Remastered.
After 4 years in consultation with The Culinary Institute of America (CIA) we set out to develop an
affordable, performance-driven training solution that fits the busy lives of aspiring chefs and cooks
- and provides globally-recognized certification.

WE STARTED BY ARTICULATING SIX CLEAR LEARNING OUTCOMES:
1. Respect
Respect for ingredients, equipment and the industry is
essential for any aspiring chef and this influenced the
development of every lesson.

2. Any recipe. Any time.
Having the capability and confidence to successfully
deliver any recipe is the mark of a successful chef. Our
ambition was for every ProChef® certification to deliver
exactly that.

5. Product knowledge of ingredients
and equipment
Proper product knowledge enables two key
attributes:

Resourcefulness
The ability to substitute ingredients, manage stock,
improvise and adapt to different situations.
Creativity
The ability to think outside the box, to innovate,
experiment and inspire with unique flavor combinations
and the types of dishes that build successful careers.

3. Skills that can be applied immediately
Chefs must be able to apply what they’ve learned.
This is why each outcomes-based lesson focuses on
practical, confidence-building skills, knowledge and
behavior that expedites experience.

4. Clean as you go
A clean station results in a clean dish and in today’s
ultra-competitive kitchens, hygiene and organization
are essential.

6. Excitement
The kitchen can be a school of hard knocks. ProChef®
aims to excite chefs about the industry by showing a
variety of authentic kitchen environments from tattoofilled food trucks, to Michelin-star chefs and everything
in between.

“ Creativity is
more important
than knowledge”
In developing a professional culinary curriculum, we were inspired by the above Albert Einstein
quote. So we translated this wisdom into six guiding principles:

1. Foodporn
Teaching a recipe is one thing. Showing five different
interpretations of the same recipe is quite another.
Food porn was a governing principle to expedite
experience by demonstrating innovation whether
through different plating techniques or unpacking the
creative versatility of each ingredient.

2. Food must move
In producing ProChef®, we actively avoided showing
static shots. Instead, we used dynamic angles, closeups and other film techniques to make every lesson
engaging, stimulate mimicry and ensure the right
information sticks. Food must move illustrates the
quality of learning outcomes by showing the best
pours, most succulent cuts and the resultant quality
that comes from following best practice.

from the flow of the kitchen brigade to understanding
and honing foundational skills, gestures and
techniques.

4. Stage for experience and creativity
ProChef® is designed to go beyond just foundational
cooking techniques. The curriculum also serves as an
online stage for aspiring chefs, cultivating both their
skills and confidence.

5. The gesture with equipment
Cooking as an art is, more often than not, best
represented in a gesture. ProChef® captures best
practice of the key techniques cooks and chefs use to
create delicious dishes time and time again.

6. Exposure to multiple different kitchens
3. Apprenticeship system
Inspired by the age-old apprenticeship system, Food
must move also simulates the days when a young chef
would be peeling carrots while listening, observing
and absorbing what is going on around them–

The modern kitchen is varied. Sometimes it’s on
wheels, other times it’s a 5-star hotel. So we opted
out of the studio and chose to shoot in a variety of
locations with a variety of chefs to show learners
what a culinary career really looks like.

A truly
learner-centric
experience
Creating effective training that functions as an operational tool in some of the busiest kitchens in the
world cannot be achieved with technology alone.
By combining The Culinary Institute of America’s over 70 years of experience with Lobster Ink’s
proprietary learning methodology, ProChef® not only covers essential culinary training, but delivers
it in the most effective and efficient way possible.

Learning Science principles
We used storytelling to elicit a sense of empathy with
learners. This stimulates oxytocin within the brain,
improving knowledge retention. To hold learners
attention, audio or visual ‘jolts’ such as voice over pacing
or a shot of flame makes the brain release the chemical
cortisol which improves focus.
Because culinary is such a vast subject, actively managing
cognitive load is vital. From the speed of music, to our
use of animation to explain the intangible, every concise
lesson was carefully planned and clearly explained.
We also introduced interactive lessons that challenge
learners to apply what they’ve learned in a fail-safe
environment. This reaffirms existing knowledge,
encourages further progress with the resultant dopamine
hit and improves long-term recall.

Active participation through
Interactive Lessons
What separates top chefs from the rest of the field? Deliberate practice. 60 scenario-based learning
exercises encourage learners to truly understand cause and effect, and present an opportunity to
practice procedure-based learning while applying it in the kitchen.

Hotspot
Hotspots allow learners to interact with
images, testing their ability to identify
what they’ve learned.

Dialogue
Dialogue simulates conversations to test
learners not only on what to answer, but
also how to answer questions.

Combination
Combinations get learners to match items,
cementing links between ideas, thoughts
or items.

WATCH INTERACTIVE LESSONS VIDEO

Expediting experience and
assessing job-readiness
Protips
Did you know that you can save a split Hollandaise
by adding an ice block? ProTips offer learners expert
advice from veteran chefs. Learned over years of
experience and experimentation, ProTips go beyond
traditional cooking theory to provide practical solutions
to common culinary problems. This not only speeds up
the learning process but offers learners practical ways
to curb costs and save every kitchen’s most valuable
ingredient - time.

A fully-responsive platform
that enables on-the-job learning
Learning on the Lobster Ink platform can be accessed
anytime on any device and any browser. This means
aspiring chefs and cooks can learn and apply new skills
in an actual kitchen environment, bringing concepts to
life in a meaningful and highly relevant way. Managers
can also access their dashboard whenever needed,
allowing for easy monitoring of multiple teams without
interrupting a busy service.

Practical Assessments

Learn. Apply. Revisit.

Conducted by a Head Chef or Manager, Practical
Assessments quickly distinguish those who are ready
for service from those who need more practice. Each
Practical Assessment is designed to test the learner’s
ability to apply what they’ve learned in their daily
duties. This is particularly relevant to procedure-based
learning such as recipes or other cooking processes.

Video lessons, shot in active professional kitchens
around the world, provide visual demonstrations,
allowing chefs and cooks to see both what to do
and how to do it, mimicking the correct gestures and
committing them to memory. Theory Assessments test
the learners’ knowledge and job-readiness throughout
the course. Built-in gamification rewards achievement
and encourages engagement with medals, badges
and certificates that serve as a record of performance.

Scores from the Practical Assessments can also
be uploaded to the platform, providing a holistic
overview of a learner’s progress and identifying any
knowledge gaps.

WATCH PRACTICAL ASSESSMENTS VIDEO

Nodes:
The building
blocks of ProChef®
Experience Nodes are bite-sized pieces of experiential knowledge, skills or behaviors that would
normally be acquired over many years of trial and error. Lobster Ink Learning consultants interviewed
hundreds of chefs, using Socratic questioning to uncover those keys pieces of wisdom they wish
they’d known earlier in their careers.
Our Instructional Design team used a combination of Experience Nodes to develop a comprehensive
culinary curriculum that empowers chefs to drive sales, save costs, improve the Guest experience
and increase their own value to the businesses they work for.

Experience Nodes within ProChef®
•

Why shows the value proposition of learning,
such as new skills, knowledge or behaviors.

•

Attention to Detail teaches the granular craft
needed to create perfection.

•

Method groups related information into digestible
segments of information with common outcomes.

•

•

Mastery demonstrates the finer details required
to expedite learning.

Scenario allows learners to observe a series of
events that are relevant to their environment.
A scenario deepens the learning as this tool
promotes analysis.

•

Cause & Effect shows the effects of actions
with both a positive and negative outcome empowering chefs to improvise when things
go wrong.

•

Best in Class provides a best practice goal for
learners to aspire to and that motivates them
along the way.

•

ROI explains the value proposition of the learning
outcome such as increased revenue or improved
consistency across teams.

•

Call to Action presents an actionable task that
results in a tangible outcome and transfers
knowledge from theoretical to practical.

•

ProTip offers industry secrets from veteran chefs
to expedite mastery.

•

Troubleshooting walks the learner through a
process, teaching them how to correct an error
without having to restart.

•

Analogy presents a comparative example that
improves recall by providing perspective in a
relevant way.

Real time reporting
Analytics, distributed throughout the platform, capture data points during the ProChef® learning
journey. These are converted into action-orientated insights, simplifying reporting into three
interrelated objectives: Engagement, Progress and Performance.
This provides leadership with a centralized view of learning within their organization. It also allows
managers to train multiple teams simultaneously and easily identify the levers that influence progress
- no matter where they are in the world.

Acclaim for ProChef®
“Since we included ProChef in our curriculum, our students enjoy each class and regularly ask to stay longer to watch the videos.
They feel that they are learning more as it is very interactive and more dynamic. The preparation work for the teachers is also a lot
easier. They only have to link the theory with the reality of the local context and with experiences of the daily operations.”
TSHERING DEMA
Academic Coordinator, Bongde Institute of Hospitality and Tourism, Bhutan

“Most people, unfortunately, cannot afford to go to the Culinary Institute of America (CIA), but now, thanks to ProChef, culinary
professionals can take this rigorous, CIA-accredited course to enhance their job performance and satisfaction and potentially
accelerate their career advancement. In turn, employers – for a modest cost – get more confident, meticulously trained employees
better prepared to be rapidly promoted regardless of their prior culinary education.”
BENJAMIN SCHMERLER
Culinary Communications Consultant

“ProChef® really exceeded my expectations. I started off thinking it wasn’t necessary if you had a culinary degree but instead I found
the courses to be set up well and I really liked the pasta courses, particularly the section on filled pasta section and Béchamel.
We have also increased our cream-based soup offerings as a result.”
CATHERINE GUSTIN-RAU
Corporate Chef

